HISTORY OF THE NAWWABS OF THE CARNATIC
have joined his body.3 Knowledge of these facts lies with
Allah.
iYbdifl Hacll who had gone from the court of the Nawwab
to Dewnampattan for the purpose of bringing the English
forces, gave out on that day the following verses extempore, out
of happiness.
"Anwarrfd-l)in Khan did not sheathe his sword smeared
with blood till two years after the battle that took place during
the time of Nasir Jang."
In short, after these events the temples of Srirang. and
Jhamgir were captured. The sardars of the army, the nobles
and members of the Nait community were made prisoners; the
implements looted from the enemy were divided among the
army of the sarkar. The French were kept in confinement in
the fort of Nattharnagar. Of the other prisoners some were kept
as servants while others were set free according to their desire.
Ha&rat-i-A'la dispatches an iirzddsht and nadhr to Ahmad
Shah Padshah and a letter Lo Nawwab Asafiid-Dawla
Qha^i'iid'-Din Khan Bahadur Fir ox Jang; arranges an
assembly of councillors to consider the sitbjttyation
of the hereditary kingdom and other forts, to expel
the French from the kingdom of the Carnatic and to
devise plans to capture the fort of Phulcheri.
After putting an end to the disturbance caused by Husayn
Dost Khan, and capturing the temples of Srirang and Jhamgir
along with the goods and the implements of the slain which
were divided among the sardars of the victorious army, and
after taking as prisoners M.Las, nobles of the Nait community
(1) Wilks says "It is a fact of public notoriety that Chanda Sahib's
head was immediately sent to that personage, (Muhammad AH) and after
being subjected to unmanly insult, was delivered to Nunjeraj and by him sent
to Seringapatam; where it was suspended in a cheenka (open net of small
rope, Tamil «_/$) over the southern or Mysore gate, to be gazed at by the
multitude during three days as a public trophy of the victories in which the
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